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Abstract : This article aims to improve radiation therapy for patients with ovarian cancer with
the aid of nano particles that possess high atomic number and high-energy X-rays.These nano
particles are being added to the cancerous tumor. In this study we simulate insertion gold,
gadolinium, silver and titanium nanoparticles as radio-sensitizing agent each type interacts
with x-ray photons whose energy ranged from 2MeV to 20 MeV. The existence of
nanoparticles is working to improve ovary cross section. High energy of X-ray causes to
increase production of free radicals. In this article we get an enhancement in ovary
radiotherapy this enhancement represented in increasing the number of destroyed cancer cells
and reduce the number of surviving tumor cells. From these numbers we get sensitivity
enhancement ratio (SER). The SER percentages were as follow 13.58% was SER for gold
nano particles. 13.02%was SER for gadolinium nanoparticle.12.52%was SER for silver nano
particles. 10.85%was SER for Titanium nano particles.
Key words : ovary cancer, sensitivity enhancement ratio (SER), high energy x-ray, survival
cancer cells, nanoparticles.

Introduction:
The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) and Global Cancer Statistics researches
together conceder cancer as global disease spread among men and women lead death in late stage [1]. Ovarian
cancer in second order affects women after breast cancer [2].Ovarian cancer can be classified as solid tumor [3]
so specialist can remove it easily by surgery then followed surgery with chemotherapy and radiation therapy.
Radiation therapy is to give a radiation dose to the patient with range from 50 to 60 Cray. It takes a period of
time from 5 to 7 weeks. This process called fractionation dose but during fractionation dose there missed dose
due to organ movement during breathing, limitation of organ tolerance [4].To increase the organ tolerance for
radiation dose absorption inside the tumor injected particles that have high radiation dose absorption inside
tumor[5,6,7].
The choice of such material for several reasons, it is easy manufactured as nano materials, possess
thermal stability, do not interact with organ tissue finally do not have a toxic effect [8].
The vascular inside tumor is larger than vascular inside healthy tissue surrounding the tumor. This lead
to produce the concentration of the nanoparticles within the tumor is larger than the healthy tissue. In other
words the absorption of radiation dose within the tumor is larger than the absorption of radiation in living tissue
that surrounds the tumor [9, 10].
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Products of ionizing radiation interaction with water inside cell are free radicals. The accumulation of
free radicals leads to the formation of a toxic molecule. These toxic molecule works on the destruction of
cancer cells. Since the production of free radicals within the tumor is larger than produced in the healthy tissue
surrounds the tumor so the destruction inside tumor is large [11].
The importance of this research to improve the process of absorption dose by increasing SER and
production maximum destruction in malignant cells with minimum damage to the healthy cells surrounding the
tumor. This leads to reduce the duration of radiation therapy then reduce the side effects of radiation therapy.
Theoretical part:
High energy x-ray considered ionizing radiation which is used in radiotherapy. This ionizing either
destroyed or shrinking cancer cells but it is cause damage to the surrounding health tissue therefore radiologist
need arises to find a way to occur maximum destruction in malignant cells with minimum damage to the
healthy cells surrounding the tumor [4]. The best way to perform this idea is the use of nanoparticles with high
energy x-ray interaction. This interaction leads to ensure the production of electron and positron inside tumor,
who are working to increase the ionization process inside tumor then lead to increase product of free radicals
and toxic molecules and where the accumulation of reaction products leads to cancer cell death [12, 13, 14,
15,16].
Total cross section for ovary with presence nano-particles as contras agent inside ovary equal sum of
tow cross sections [17]:
=

+

Where

…………………………………………...….(1)

total cross section,

ovary cross section,

Cross section (σ) and mass energy absorption coefficient (
equation [18]

agent cross section.
) are related together in the following

……………………………………………………..……….…(2)

=

NA: Avogadro's number

A: Mass number

Equation 1 can be modified as follow:

…………………….…(3)

=

Where

: total mass energy absorption coefficient,

coefficient,

: ovary mass energy absorption

: nanoparticles mass energy absorption coefficient.

The dose(d) for different medium can calculate from this equation [19]:
d(Gy)=8.9*

(

………………………………….……….(4)

Where:
mass attenuation coefficient for organ,
X(R) : The exposure.

:mass attenuation coefficient for air.
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The dosage fractionation equation with nano material will be :
d(Gy)=8.9*

Where
nanoparticles.

………………..………………(5)

(

is mass attenuation coefficient of ovary.

is mass attenuation coefficient for

Irradiation equation of dosage fractionation [20]
)) ………………………………………………....(6)
Where: = survival cells number after irradiation.
represent radio-sensitivity (for ovary 1.5 ) .

= initial cells number befor irradiation.

/

is a factor

By substituting equation (5) in equation (6) we get the irradiation equation modification:

…………………………….(7)

Results:
When irradiate ovary with and without gold nanoparticles by x ray ranged from 2 MeV to 20 MeV It is
shows reduction in surviving cancer cells with gold nano particles less than irradiates without gold nano
particles as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: shows reduction of surviving cancer cells with and without gold nano particles irradiate by x
ray (2-20) MeV.
When introduced gadolinium nano particles inside ovary then irradiated by x ray (2-20) MeV there was
decreasing in survival cancer cells as shown in figure 2. But the decreasing in surviving cancer cells with gold
nano particles was larger than with gadolinium nano particles.
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Figure 2: shows number of surviving cancer cells with and without gadolinium nano particles irradiate
by x ray (2-20)MeV.
Existence of silver nano particles during x ray irradiation from 2 MeV to 20 MeV gives decreasing in
number of surviving cancer cells as shown in figure 3 but with efficiency less than existence of gold nano
particles and gadolinium nano particles respectively.

Figure 3 : shows number of surviving cancer cells with and without silver nano particles irradiate by x
ray (2-20)MeV.
Finally irradiation ovary without and with titanium nano particles by high energy x ray ranged from 2
MeV to 20 MeV also shows decreasing in number of surviving cancer cell as shown in figure 4 . But efficiency
with presence titanium NPs less than the efficiency with presence of gold NPs, gadolinium NPs and silver NPs
respectively.
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Figure 4: shows number of surviving cancer cells with and without titanium nano particles irradiate by x
ray (2-20)MeV.

Discussion:
Gold(Z=79) , gadolinium(64) , silver(47) and titanium(22) has a high cross-section because it contains a
high atomic number so these elements working to enhance (SER) of ovary. Depending on the atomic number
the probabilities of interaction are as follows gold, gadolinium, silver and titanium. These elements are
concentrated inside tumor larger than outside tumor because tumor vasculature larger than surrounding healthy
tissue[18-20]. Therefore, the interaction of X-rays will be concentrated into the tumor without the healthy tissue
that surrounds the tumor. This means the absorption of the radiation dose will be concentrated into the tumor
without the surrounding healthy tissue. From this produces an increase in the number of destroyed cancer cells
by depending on type of nano particles that added to tumor.
High energy x ray helps to increase free radicals that produce interaction of x ray with water molecules
inside cells. And thus lead to an increase in the number of destructive cells and decreasing in the number of
surviving cancer cells as shown in figures 1, 2, 3, 4.

Conclusion:
From the results obtained we conclude that there is improving in SER percentage. This improvement in
SER shows as follows 13.58 because of the presence of gold NPs (Z=79). Then gadolinium NPs (Z=64) has
SER percentage 13.02. Silver NPs(Z=47) has SER percentage 12.52 . Finally titanium (Z=22) has SER
percentage 10.85 . It's clear that SER percentage depend on atomic number as it illustrated in figure 5 in other
words depend on cross section.

Figure 5: showimprovement in sensitivity enhancement ratio (SER) for ovary with using gold NPs,
gadolinium NPs, silver NPs ad titanium NPs.
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From previous results we conclude that the improvement in (SER) depends on the type of NPs that is
added. Improvement in SER is directly proportional to the atomic number which has high mass energy
absorption coefficient.
The x ray possesses high energy products large number of the destructive cancer cells. The large
number of destructive cancer cells means reducing the time period for radiation therapy and reduce the side
effects.
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